2001 jeep cherokee stereo wiring diagram

You may be a specialist that wishes to look for recommendations or fix existing problems. Or
you are a pupil, or maybe even you who simply want to know concerning Electrical Wiring
Diagram Jeep Cherokee. Whatever you are, we attempt to bring the web content that matches
what you are trying to find. You might come from a search engine, then discover this web site.
This subject is a lot of people searching on the web, as a result we accumulate images from
various trustworthy sources as well as recognize in their area. The outcomes of the gathering
are uploaded on this internet site. Right here are a few of the leading drawings we get from
different sources, we wish these images will serve to you, as well as with any luck extremely
pertinent to what you desire concerning the Electrical Wiring Diagram Jeep Cherokee is. This
image we have filtered from excellent produce the best photo, but what do you think? We wish
to make an internet site useful for many individuals. If the image above is not really clear, please
click the photo you wish to enlarge, after that you will certainly be taken to one more page to
display a more clear and also bigger picture, you will certainly additionally be presented
information from gambvar. Below this web site there is likewise a Electrical Wiring Diagram
Jeep Cherokee photo gallery, if the image over is not nearly enough for you. Tags: wiring
diagram jeep cherokee wiring diagram jeep cherokee wiring diagram jeep cherokee wiring
diagram jeep cherokee wiring diagram jeep cherokee xj. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine.
Automotive wiring in a Jeep Grand Cherokee vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to
identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time
consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio,
car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp,
car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car
audio wires for your Jeep Grand Cherokee headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or
high beam and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light,
reverse light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Jeep
Grand Cherokee car radio wiring diagrams, Jeep Grand Cherokee car audio wiring diagrams,
Jeep Grand Cherokee car stereo wiring diagrams, Jeep Grand Cherokee car radio wiring
schematics, Jeep Grand Cherokee car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by
our visitors for free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile
electronics rather than spend countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which
Jeep Grand Cherokee part or component. Use of the Jeep Grand Cherokee wiring information is
at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any
information found here to your Jeep Grand Cherokee. If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our
resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply
Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would
like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car
audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Follow
Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing an after
market car stereo, car radio, car speakers, car subwoofer, car amplifier, mobile amp, mobile
navigation or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color audio wires for a Jeep
Cherokee headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also,
find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light
and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Jeep car radio wiring diagrams, Jeep car
audio wiring diagrams, Jeep car stereo wiring diagrams, Jeep car radio wiring schematics, Jeep
car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online. Use of the wiring information is at your own
risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found
here to your Jeep Cherokee. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding a
car audio wire diagram, car stereo wire diagram or car radio wire diagram to our resource,
please feel free to post any additional car audio information about the Jeep Cherokee on this
page. Simply ground your wire to the chassis look below. Find some bare metal on your vehicle
somewhere near your factory radio harness. Make sure this bare metal touches the chassis
frame of the vehicle. Connect a ring terminal to the black wire coming off your aftermarket radio
harness. Use a self tapping screw to attach the black wire with ring terminal to the bare metal.
Just put a deck in my jeep Cherokee but could not find and metal for the ground wire. Any
suggestions? Like Shane, I have no sound in my front left speaker, but also nothing from my
left tweeter and right front speaker. The two rear speakers are working fine and from what I can
tell the right tweeter is also working. Today I took the door panel off, and I managed to trace the
green positive wire to a lighter green wire, which goes to a plug, and from there a wire goes to
the amp. From the amp the dark green wire goes to the stereo. I tested all to ensure no breaks
and unfortunately there were none, so I expected the worse bad stereo or amp. However, just as
I was putting it all back together, after I plugged the front left speaker in again, I accidentally

touched it off the body and the speaker worked. That said, the ground from the clip of the
speaker is black with a thin red stripe, but on the other side of the door, no such wire exists.
Obviously it must splice into another one, but I ran out of daylight and have to work for the next
week, so I can;t get to it again until Tuesday. I tried testing a few to get a loop, but was not lucky
enough as I could not get one connecter on the kick panel off yet. Looks like I will have to do
the same on the front right, so if anyone knows the wire colors there, would save me some
fishing around. Shane, your vehicle may have an amplifier. The wire colors at the radio may not
be the same colors going to the speakers. More likely than not the wire colors going to the amp
from the radio are different than the wire colors going to the speakers from the amp. Fishing the
wire through the door boot can sometimes only be accomplished by removing the door. Hope
this helps. Good luck. I have a Cherokee and my left front speaker is out. I pulled the rubber
door boot out from the speaker side of the door. Everything on my door power locks, windows,
ect. I also have not been able to locate the other end of the green positive wire within the rubber
boot. I have attempted without success to run an additional green positive wire through the
boot to the inside of the car in order to splice these wires. However, I have not been able to
push anything through the body of the door where all of the wires enter the boot. Any
information and suggestions are greatly appreciated. Your email address will not be published.
Skip to content. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published.
Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Find the Jeep radio wiring diagram you need to install
your car stereo and save time. Scroll down and find the Jeep wire guide you need. Every Jeep
stereo wiring diagram contains information from other Jeep owners. Many thanksâ€¦. I am trying
to install a aftermarket radio in my jeep grand cherokee laredo with nav so i need the wire
diagram for the radio. Greg, as much as we would like to assist you, most of the radio wire info
listed on our website is submitted by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on
the Jeep Wrangler wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life
community would be able to help you out. Olivia, as much as we would like to help you, most of
the stereo wiring information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do
not have any information on the Jeep Wagoneer wiring but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to post a reply and assist you. I need the
wiring diagram for a jeep grand cherokee with the infinity system. Stereo and amp Wiring
diagram for a grand Cherokee 5. Juan, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car
radio wiring information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not
have any information on the Jeep Wrangler stereo wire but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and help you. Ryan, as much
as we would like to help you, most of the car audio wire information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep Liberty radio
wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able
to chime in and assist you. Matt, as much as we would like to help you, most of the radio wire
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any
information on the Jeep Liberty Sport stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and help you. I am looking
for a factory Infinity system wiring diagram for a Jeep Liberty Sport. RES radio. Factory
Subwoofer. Please help! Martin, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo
wiring information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have
any information on the Jeep Patriot Sport stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and assist you. Hey can i get
a stereo wiring diagram for a jeep grand cherokee limited, with infinity sound. I really need a
wiring diagram for the factory amp in my Jeep Commander. Can anyone help? Joe, as much as
we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep Patriot stereo
wiring but hopefully someone from our Modified Life community would be able to chime in and
help you out. I have been looking everywhere for a jeep patriot wiring color diagram. Please tell
me that you have this. You would be my hero. Thank You. The truck was broken into and the
have cut the wires prior to the factory harness. Everywhere i look is the wrong color codes.
Need color codes to reactivate the factory amp as well THank you! Thanks so much. I need to
know how to bypass the infinity amp under the rear passenger seat. Or can I just splice the in
wires to the out wires, and if so, which are which? Shane, it is possible to keep your steering
wheel controls while using an aftermarket stereo. You will need a steering wheel control adapter
to keep your factory steering wheel controls:. If you have never installed car audio before, we
advise you to take your car to an experienced mobile audio installer. Hope this helps. Good luck
with your steering wheel adap
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ter installation. I would like a wire color code diagram for a jeep cherokee. I have everything
hooked up excpet the wires. If you could help me out, that would be appriciated. GI needs help.
No sound need wiring color code of factory amp so I know which wire that will turn the factory
amp on. Thank you. I am try to install a Pioneer avic f90bt in a jeep commander. The factory
radio is just the single disk stock speakers no controls on the s. I need jeep wrangler radio
wiring diagram with factory sub Thank you so much. Infinity system. Thanks for your time. This
version is for a factory 6-speaker system having 2-subwoofers and an amplifier under the back
seat. Do you have a diagram for a Jeep Compass. My son gave me his stock radio and I want to
install it in my Wrangler. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Jeep Radio
Stereo Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will
not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife.

